
What Surface users are saying

Employees “I love the Microsoft Surface Go 2. I love the fact 

that it’s small and it’s light and I can unplug it and 

take it into the office with me or I can unplug it and 

sit on my sofa on a video call.”

Michelle Barnett
Service Relationship Manager

IT “Microsoft provides all of the 

services and defenses we need 

for ourselves and our customers 

on the same platform.”

David Gramblicka

Senior VP of IT

Federal 

agencies

“The Microsoft Surface Laptops stood out as a 

secure, professional, highly functional device 

that would enable our colleagues to work from 

home, stay in touch, and work together 

effectively.”

Dave Martin
Chief Technology Officer

“I’m a really big user of a lot of the ease-of-access 

software. I have a visual impairment and I’m quite 

sensitive to sudden bright lights. It just helps me to 

do my work more efficiently.”

Philip Heritage-Vivers

Business Development Worker

“The innovative IT system boosts a sense of 

connectedness and belonging in employees. It’s 

all from enhanced accessibility and collaboration 

without security concerns…”

Yeong Gu Jang
Head of IT Planning Department

“We began using Surface devices because they were robust 

and flexible. It (Surface) had to check a lot of boxes, both in 

physical features and the ability to support our experiments. 

And as our payload has evolved over nearly a decade, Surface 

Pro has evolved and added valuable new features.”

Jordan Callaham

Laboratory Manager

“Surface has excellent battery life. I 

can use it for six hours continuously, 

which supports my daily work 

requirements very well.”

Li Qianyu

Nationwide Tech Support

“[Windows Autopilot and Microsoft Intune] has transformed what we’ve 

been able to do as a comparatively small team. We’re configuring polices 

in the cloud to easily manage all 800 [Surface] devices…we are a very 

lean team and this has absolutely transformed the way we operate.”

Ed Spick
Director of Information & Technology Services

“[Surface] meets the use cases here. 

They’re ergonomic, lean, and mobile.” 

Tolu Thomas

Director of End User 

Computing Services


